
SYRIA

A Children’s Crisis?

سوريا

أزمة للأطفال؟
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Inside Syria
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What do you know already?



KEY QUESTIONS

Is the Syria conflict a ‘children’s crisis’?

As you listen to the presentation think 

about:

• the extent to which any issues affect 

children more than adults

• any issues that only affect children

• any unanswered questions you have that 

make it difficult to reach a conclusion
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Inside Lebanon – where families

live
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Inside Lebanon –

where families

live
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Inside Lebanon –

where children 

play
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Inside Lebanon –

children’s chores
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Inside Lebanon –

not going to school



Imagine you are an Oxfam project manager 

in Lebanon.

What are the three main projects you would 

set up to support Syrian refugees in 

Lebanon?

Remember to think carefully about the 

specific needs of the refugees who moved 

to Lebanon.
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Inside Jordan – Za’atari Refugee 

Camp  
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Inside Jordan –

arriving at 

the border  
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Inside Jordan –

Za’atari Camp reception   
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Inside Jordan –Za’atari Camp: 

where people live   
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Inside Jordan –Za’atari Camp: 

missing out on school   
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Inside Jordan –Za’atari Camp: 

making a living   
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Inside Jordan –Za’atari Camp: 

essential services   
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Inside Jordan –Za’atari Camp: 

essential services   



Imagine you are an Oxfam project manager 

in Jordan.

What are the three main projects you would 

set up to support Syrian refugees in 

Jordan?

Remember to think carefully about the 

specific needs of the refugees who moved 

to Jordan.



WHAT IS OXFAM 

DOING?
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Jordan



WHAT CAN YOU 

DO?
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1. Write to your MP
Ask students to create messages and send 

them to your MP with a letter.

2. Fundraise
Do something to make your school more 

welcoming and helpful.

3. Keep Learning
Syria is a complex and fast moving emergency. 

Stay engaged, keep learning and be informed.


